SOUND Facilities & Equipment

RECORDING AND PROCESSING
Elliot Hall Studio: To create our sound designs the theatre department primarily uses the sound studio facilities located in Elliot Hall. The studio is used for live recording, downloads of data (off source C.D.s or Internet), mixing and processing sound, and C.D. burning. Vegas Pro is the sound design software that is used in the studio. Pro Tools is also used in part by the department. The Elliot Hall studio is an important asset to the department.

PLAYBACK EQUIPMENT
Decks: CD players - 2 Denon DN615 – RCA 5 disc player.
Mixer: Mackie 1642 VLZ PRO – 16 channel – 4 out.
Amplifiers: 2 Crest Audio LT 1000 – 500W/channel.
Speakers: 2 Bag End TA 2000-1 + 2 Klipsch speakers + 2 Anchor 100 speakers.
Microphones: 2 Shure SM 58  2- AKG C921 (Choir Mics)  2- AKG C 568EB (Shotguns) We also have access to the Redfern Art Center stock of microphones (by request) that includes 8 wireless Sennheiser mics.

COMMUNICATION for PRODUCTION
10 headset and belt packs are currently in stock for Stage Management & Crew communication.